Rechargeable batteries represent a class of advanced electrical energy storage (EES) mechanisms that can be hybridized with other EES devices in a smart grid. Among them, metal-air batteries have attracted much attention in recent years due to their intrinsically high energy density and needless storage of air reactant at the cathode. [1] [2] [3] [4] Recently, a distinct group of solid oxide redox flow batteries targeted at stationary energy storage was developed based on the technologies of reversible solid oxide fuel cell (RSOFC) and H 2 chemical looping. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] The nature of this type of metal-air battery is the use of solid O 2− conducting electrolyte. The uniqueness of this new battery is manifested by the fact that the electrical energy conveyed by RSOFC can be reversibly converted into chemical energy by a physically separated metal-metal oxide (Me-MeO x ) redox couple. Such an in-situ conversion can lead to high efficiency and easy system integration. In addition, separation of the energy storage function from the electrodes tolerates a large degree of physical volume change occurring in redox couple during electrical cycles without impacting the battery's structural integrity.
As experimental studies on the characteristics of the new battery are currently being carried out in our group, it becomes increasingly clear that a fundamental understanding of the complex physical, chemical, mechanical, and electrochemical phenomena involved in the system would greatly benefit the development of the battery. Physics-based mathematical modeling would be an ideal tool to meet this demand. So far, very little modeling work on this type of battery has been reported. In 2012, Ohmoti et al 18 proposed a 1D Fick's diffusion model with the simplest configuration to study the battery's characteristics. However, that model has at least two major limitations. First, the geometries for most practical designs should be beyond 1D. Second, the transport phenomena in the concentrated gas phase are far more complicated than the Fick's diffusion. Therefore, the major objective of this work is to develop a more rigorous multi-physics model than the Ohmoti's 1D model, which would encompass most of the transport and kinetic processes involved in the solid oxide redox flow batteries. The theoretical basis for the model development is the fundamentals in the reaction engineering and chemical reactor design. 19 The outcome of the constructed model is also compared with the measured experimental results.
Mathematical Model
Working principles of the flow battery system.-The details for the working principles and chemical/electrochemical mechanisms of the solid oxide redox flow battery can be found in ref. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Although the operating temperature, geometries and configurations for the flow battery systems reported in the literature vary to some degree, our multi-physics model presented here is developed for a close-loop tubular battery reactor working at 800
• C. According to the schematic illustrated in Figure 1 , this flow battery system includes a cylindrical tubular reactor that carries out the battery's functionality and a gas manifold that includes a "T"-shape tube and a returning tubing that allow the gas mixture leaving and circulating back to the tubular reactor. The tubular reactor can be regarded as the combination of a RSOFC and a redox cycle unit (RCU). The RSOFC has a planar disk configuration and is sealed at the top of the tubular reactor with the anode (negative electrode) facing the interior space of the tubular reactor. Right below the RSOFC is the RCU, a packed-bed containing porous Fe-based redox-couple pellets. The circulating gas is a mixture of H 2 and H 2 O, and the direction of close-loop flow is shown by the green arrows in Figure 1 . At the anode of RSOFC, the following electrochemical reaction occurs between the hydrogen and the steam:
The cathode (positive electrode) of the RSOFC is an air electrode facing the outside of the tubular reactor, and the following electrochemical reaction occurs at the cathode: In the RCU, the following reversible homogeneous reaction occurs between the solid and gas phases:
The gas leaves the tubular reactor from the bottom (the gas outlet) and is collected in the T-tube; then the gas is recirculated back to the tubular reactor through the returning tube.
As shown above, the gaseous species are consumed at the RSOFC and regenerated in the RCU, and then re-supplied to the battery system. Therefore, the capacity of this flow battery is theoretically limited only by the total loading of the redox couple Fe/FeO.
Basic assumptions and the model simplification.-In this work, a mathematical model was developed for the system using COMSOL 4.3 multi-physics software. The whole system is regarded as isothermal, and therefore, the thermal diffusion of the gaseous species and the heat transfer are neglected. The transport phenomena in the model include the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the convective mass transfer of concentrated species, 20, 21 and the gas flow is assumed to be laminar. For a complete model, the T-tube has to be treated as a 3D fluid domain due to the asymmetric geometry; however, this would make this model computationally too expensive. To avoid the large computation loads and make the simulations more efficient, we simplified the model by regarding the T-tube as a continuous-stirred tank (CST). The gas phase in the CST is well-stirred under a constant pressure; therefore, the species in the gas phase can be assumed to have uniformly-distributed concentration profiles throughout the volume of CST. The mass balance for the CST is thus reduced to lumped submodels. Therefore, the mass and momentum distributions treated by the simplified model include only the tubular reactor and the returning tube.
Computational domains and model settings.-As the tubular reactor and the returning tube are co-axial cylinders, the computational domains of this model can be built on a two-dimensional axial-symmetric plane. The schematic for the in-plane cross-section of the modeling domains is presented in Figure 2 and the full 3D geometry for the tubular reactor and the returning tube can be obtained by revolving this cross-section for 360
• around the symmetric axis. In order to improve the gas recirculation in the tubular reactor, corner fillets are applied for RCU domain and small space is also left between the exterior vertical boundary of the RCU and the wall of the tubular reactor. Figure 3a shows the settings of physical sub-models for different domains and boundaries. Regions outside the RCU contain only the gas phase and are set as free-flow domains. The RCU domain, which includes both solid and gas phases, is regarded as a porous media in which the transport properties are scaled by the porosity and the tortuosity. As the regenerative homogeneous redox reactions occur in the RCU domain, volumetric mass sources are coupled to the transport equations. Due to the small thickness, the RSOFC is regarded as a reacting boundary where the mass flux of the gas phase species is proportional to the anode electrochemical current density. The voltage-current characteristic of the RSOFC is governed by the electrochemical sub-models. The gas circulation through the "T"-tube is simplified into a lumped sub-model that formulates the gas phase compositions in the inflow and outflow. The walls of the tubular reactor and the returning tube are set as no-slip and insulated boundaries, and the central axis is set as a symmetric boundary. The meshing of the model domains are presented in Figure 3b ; to ensure sufficient computation accuracy, extremely fine meshing is used in this work and the discretized domains include totally 24,611 domain elements and 1,635 boundary elements. Quadrilateral mesh was selected for the near-wall boundary layers and triangular mesh was applied for all the other regions. The derivations of the model equations are presented in the following subsections. The mass and momentum transports in the free-flow phase.-In the free-flow phase, the multi-component mass transfer for concentrated species is governed by the Maxwell-Stefan diffusion and convection, and the governing equation is as follow:
where ω i is the mass fraction of species i, ρ is the density of gas phase, j i is the diffusive mass flux vector for species i, u is the velocity vector of the fluid flow, and the subscript i = 1 stands for hydrogen and i = 2 stands for steam. The expression for diffusive mass flux vector,
, is as follow: ; therefore for this binary system, only the value of D 1,2 is needed to implement the model. In this work, the hydrogen/steam mixture is regarded as ideal gas and the diffusive driving forces are expressed as:
where x k is the mole fraction of species k and p A is the absolute pressure. The mole fraction x k can be calculated as:
where M k is the molar mass for species k and M n is the mean Molar mass for the gas mixture. The total mass flux of species i, N i , is the combination of the diffusive flux and the convective flux:
The fluid dynamics in the free-flow phase 22 are described by the Navier-Stokes equations:
[10] and the continuity equation:
where μ is the viscosity of the gas phase, I is the identity matrix, and p is the modified pressure which is defined as: [12] and in this work, the reference pressure, p ref , is set at 1 atm.
The mass and momentum transports in the RCU domain.-In the RCU domain, the gas phase is regarded as reacting-flow in a porous media, and the mass transfer governing equations in the gas phase are as follow:
where ε p is the porosity of RCU andD ef f i,k are the effective multicomponent Fick's diffusivities, and R i is the volumetric mass source of species i. The expressions for effective diffusivities are as follow:
According to the reaction eq. 3, the rate for this multi-phase chemical reaction depends on the concentrations of reactants in both the gas phase (hydrogen and steam) and the solid phase (Fe and FeO). Let ξ Fe stand for the conversion of Fe to FeO, it can be easily found that the molar fractions of Fe and FeO are respectively proportional to 1 − ξ Fe and ξ Fe . Assuming that the reaction orders equal the stoichiometric coefficients in eq. 3, the volumetric molar reaction rates for hydrogen and steam, r 1 and r 2 , can thus be expressed as:
r 2 = −r 1 [17] where c 1 and c 2 are the molar concentrations of hydrogen and steam, and k and k −1 (in units of 1/s) are respectively the rate constants for the forward and reverse reactions. For species i, the volumetric mass source terms,R i , is the molar reaction rate scaled by the Molar mass, M i :
According to the ideal gas properties, the molar concentrations of species i can be calculated from the mole fraction:
where T is temperature (K) and R is the universal gas constant. The governing equation for the mass balance in the solid phase is as follow: [20] where c Fe is the total amount of Fe and FeO per unit bulk volume of RCU. Therefore, c Fe is expressed as:
where n Fe and n FeO (in the unit of mole) are the amounts of Fe and FeO, and V RCU is the bulk volume of RCU. As the conversion between Fe and FeO is equal-molar, the value for n Fe + n FeO remains constant and is equal to the total number of mole of Fe and FeO in the initial RCU loading. As Fe and FeO have different molar volume values, the porosity of RCU, ε p , may change with the progress of reaction 3, and the correlation between ε p and ξ Fe is derived as follow: [22] where ε p,0 is the initial porosity of RCU, The fluid dynamics of the gas phase in the RCU domain are described by the Brinkman equations 23 for flow in a packed-bed: [24] where κ br is the permeability of porous media and Q br is the volumetric mass source for the gas phase. Obviously, Q br equals to the sum of volumetric mass sources for all individual species in the gas phase:
The electrochemical sub-model at the RSOFC boundary.-The mass flux of the gas phase species at the RSOFC boundary are coupled to the electrochemical current density, i n :
where n is the unit normal vector pointing out of the RSOFC boundary, i n is the anode current density of the RSOFC, and F is the Faraday's constant. We assume that the mass transfer of O 2− ions from the cathode to the anode of the RSOFC during discharge is sufficiently fast due to the small thickness of the RSOFC, so the concentration of O 2− ions in the RSOFC can be regarded as a constant. The anode current density of anode, i n , is governed by the Butler-Volmer equation:
where φ n is the solid phase electric potential of the anode, E eq,n is the equilibrium potential of the anode, i n,0 is the exchange current density for the anode, and α a is the anodic transfer coefficient for the anode. As the concentration of O 2− ions is a constant, the exchange current density of the anode depends only on the composition of the gas phase species through the following expression: 
where E θ eq,n is the equilibrium potential at the standard state. The solid phase materials of electrodes usually have large electrical conductivities, so the solid phase electric potential of anode, φ n , can be regarded as a function that depends on time only and can be solved by the limiting electrical equation:
where i app is the applied current density on the RSOFC, ∂ E is the symbol of the RSOFC boundary, and A ∂ E is the area of the RSOFC boundary. In this paper, i app is defined as positive for charging and negative for discharging. Similar to the anode, the cathode current density is also governed by the Butler-Volmer equation:
where β a is the anodic transfer coefficient for the cathode, and other symbols have the same physical meanings as in equation 28. The limiting electrical condition for the cathode is:
In this work, the cathode of the RSOFC works under constant oxygen partial pressure; therefore the exchange current density (i p,0 ) and equilibrium potential (E eq, p ) of the cathode are both constants. When a constant current density is applied to the battery, the value of φ p is obtained as a constant from eqs. 32 and 33. The voltage of the battery, E, is defined as the difference of solid phase electrical potentials between the cathode and the anode of the RSOFC:
while the full-cell Nernst potential, U , is expressed as:
and the overvoltage of the battery, η, is defined as
The gas circulation.-According to the assumption made previously, the "T"-tube is simplified to a CST where the pressure is constant and gas phase composition is uniform; therefore, the mass fraction gradients are zero at the boundary of the gas outlet and the absolute pressure at the gas outlet boundary is set at p ref .
The mass balance for a CST is described by the following lumped model:
where c i is the mean molar concentration of species i in the CST, c i, f is the mean molar concentration of species i at the gas outlet boundary, and τ is the mean residence time of the CST. In this model, τ is expressed as:
where V R is the volume of the CST, and Q f is the volumetric flow rate of the gas phase at the gas outlet boundary. The mass fractions of species in the circulated gas flow are same as those in the CST; therefore, the inflow condition at the gas inlet boundary of the venting pipe is set as:
where ∂ in is the symbol for the gas inlet boundary. The normal inflow velocity at the gas inlet boundary, U 0 , is set as a constant. Model inputs.-Values for the parameters involved in eq. 4 through 39 are listed in 
Results and Discussion
The parameter values for this model are listed in Table I . A discharge processes at i app = −200 mA/cm 2 was simulated to compare with the experimental data. The RSOFC applied in the experiment is a commercially available NextCell Electrolyte Supported Button Cell (Fuel Cell Materials, Ohio, USA). Table II gives the composition and thickness of the functional layers in the RSOFC. Other numerical results from the simulation are used for the extended studies of this flow battery's electrical and chemical behavior. The RCU in the experimental battery has an initial Fe loading of 0.907 g and an initial porosity of 0.7, and the operating temperature for the system is 800
• C. The end-of-discharge condition in our simulation is set at E = 0.24 V and the velocity of inflow, U 0 , is set at 0.1 m/s. The initial mass fractions of hydrogen and steam are ω 1 = 0.999 and ω 2 = 0.001, respectively. Discharges at other current densities were also simulated as case studies.
The electrochemical results.-The simulated vs experimental voltage profiles under i app = −200 mA/cm 2 discharge are presented in Figure 4a . It is evident that the model produces results in good agreement with the measured data. The full discharge continues for about 4.5 hour to reach the stop condition. According to the plots, the battery voltage decreases almost linearly for the depth of discharge (DOD) ranging between 0 and 80%, beyond which the voltage falls sharply as a result of the depletion of hydrogen at the anode of the RSOFC. The profiles for the surface-averaged full-cell Nernst potential (note that even the battery is not really under open-circuit, U can still be calculated from Nernst equation) and overvoltage vs time are shown in Figure 4b . At the beginning of discharge, the full-cell Nernst potential, which is a logarithmic function of partial pressures of H 2 O and H 2 according to the Nernst equation, drops very quickly because the sensitivity ∂U/∂ x 2 is infinitely large in magnitude when the mole fraction of steam, x 2 , is close to zero. For a similar reason, the overvoltage of the battery, which is an inverse hyperbolic function of applied current density according to the Butler-Volmer equation, increases quite sharply as the discharge begins and counterbalances the drop in the full-cell Nernst potential. As a result, the voltage of battery only changes slightly at the beginning of the discharge. According to Figure 4b , the calculated internal resistance of this battery at i app = −200 mA/cm 2 is about 1.8 · cm 2 . It is noted that from the beginning to the end of this discharge, the voltage of the battery drops by 0.48 V while the overvoltage of the battery has a magnitude of 0.35 V. Obviously, the discharge profiles will change significantly at different applied current densities. The end-of-discharge distributions of the full-cell Nernst potential and the electrochemical current density on the surface of the RSOFC anode are presented in Figure 5 ; the non-uniformities of these electrochemical variables are caused by the distributions of the gas-phase species concentrations on the electrode surface.
The CFD results.-The end-of-discharge distribution of the fluid velocity fields throughout the tubular reactor and the upper part of the returning tube is presented in Figure 6a . The velocity magnitude changes significantly when the gas flow leaves the narrow returning tube and enters the large space of the tubular reactor. The direction of the gas flow in the top regions of the tubular reactor are shown by the 2D streamline plots in Figure 6b ; the main stream of the gas flow travels through the space between the RCU and the tube wall while only a small part of the gas phase enters the RCU. The distribution of the modified pressure in the gas phase is shown in Figure 6c pressure drops significantly through the RCU domain because of the resistive forces in the porous phases.
The mass transfer results.-The end-of-discharge distributions of the hydrogen and steam mole fractions are presented in Figure 7a and 7b, and the profile for distributed Fe-to-FeO conversion in the RCU is presented in Figure 7c . As shown in these plots, both the hydrogen and the Fe have about 98% conversions at the end of discharge. As steam is generated through the electrochemical reaction at the RSOFC boundary, the mole fraction of steam at the top of the tubular reactor Figure 6 . The end-of-discharge distributions of the velocity and pressure of the gas flow.
is larger than that at the bottom by about 0.025; and the molar fraction of hydrogen has an opposite distribution profile. In accordance with the distributions of the gas-phase species, the Fe-to-FeO conversion at the top of the RCU is slightly higher than that at the bottom because a larger steam/hydrogen ratio drives the reaction 3 to the right hand.
The overall generation rate of hydrogen in the RCU and the overall consumption rate of hydrogen at the RSOFC anode are compared in Figure 8a . As shown in this plot, the generation rate of hydrogen is comparatively small at the beginning of discharge due to the low concentration of steam, but increases very quickly to catch the consumption rate of hydrogen. The overall material balance in the gas phase is close to a pseudo-steady state (PSS) where the generation and consumption rates are equal for both hydrogen and steam. As the hydrogen-generating RCU is located close to the hydrogenconsuming RSOFC and the gas phase diffusivity at high temperature is large (7.6 × 10 −4 m 2 /s), the mass transfer between the RCU and the RSOFC is sufficiently fast and the overall mass balance of the system is limited by the reactions except for the initial stage in which the concentration gradients in gas phase are not fully developed; therefore, after short time delay, the gas phase stays in the PSS until the end of discharge. As a result of the PSS in the gas phase, the volume-average Fe conversion and porosity in the RCU change linearly with time (see Figure 8b) . However, as shown in Figure 8c , the average molar fractions of gaseous species in the RCU change with time in nonlinear profiles. According to eq. 16, during the PSS, the reaction rate r 1 is close to a constant, while ξ Fe is a linear function of time and the total molar concentration of gas mixture, c 1 + c 2 , is close to a constant due to the equal-molar conversion between hydrogen and steam; it can be easily derived that c 1 and c 2 change with time through the hyperbolic correlations.
The discharge profiles at different current densities.-Discharge profiles of this battery at i app = −50, −100, −200, and −500 mA/cm 2 are compared in Figure 9 ; in these simulation results, the battery was fully discharged (program stops when the mole fraction of hydrogen at the RSOFC boundary drops to 0.001). The plateaus of the discharge curves drop by 0.30 V as the applied current density changes from −50 to −500 mA/cm 2 , which is consistent with the analysis given in the section for the electrochemical results. As the theoretical capacity of the battery is limited only by the loading of the Fe material, the change of applied current does not cause big differences in the fulldischarge capacity. However, in practical operations, the batteries are often set under voltage control; therefore, the discharge capacities may shift significantly with the input current.
Conclusion
In this work, a rigorous multi-physics model for a solid oxide redox flow battery system was developed based on the fundamental theories of reaction engineering. The major functioning part of the battery is treated as a tubular packed-bed reactor combined with a working planar disk electrochemical cell. The gas circulation system of the battery is simplified to a continuous-stirred tank described by lumped material balance sub-models. The developed model shows is suitable for studying electrical and chemical behavior of this new flow battery system, and can be extended to other battery configurations. The simulated voltage profile under a 200 mA/cm 2 discharge agrees well with the experimental data.
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